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Manage Carbon FootPrint in logistics
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Investors do care about CO2e
Investor related initiatives are asking companies to disclose information on Scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions, including 
transportation 
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How are market leaders making their moves

Seguendo le linee guida degli ‘Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile’ dell’Onu, Kering ha anche 
fissato degli obiettivi strategici quantificabili per il 2025, tra cui utilizzare risorse entro i 
“confini planetari” per ridurre le emissioni di CO2 del 50%; lavorare sull’impatto ambientale 
della supply chain…. ridimensionare le emissioni di anidride carbonica […] . www.kering.com

“Strategy without deadlines is only ambition,” says Angela. “100% of our last mile deliveries 
will be zero-emission by 2025. In addition, we have chosen 5 world cities (edit. Shanghai, 
Paris, Amsterdam, New York and Los Angeles) operations will be zero-emission by 2020. 
Shanghai is already there, the others will follow soon.” Angela Hultberg, IKEA’s Head of 
Sustainable Mobility.

To achieve global climate goals while meeting growing demand, consumer-packaged-goods companies would have to 
significantly cut their GHG emissions*

*Source: McKinsey analysis

“Our manufacturing footprint is 10 percent of our overall footprint, If we need to reduce our 
emissions by 28 percent, we could eliminate our entire manufacturing operation and we 
wouldn’t reach that goal, so we knew that we had to go elsewhere.[…]” Jeff Hanratty, 
applied sustainability manager for General Mills
The company was among the first to have its plan approved by the Science-Based Targets 
Initiative—indicating its goal to reduce value chain emissions by 28 percent by 2025



Before 2017: Various mode or association-specific 
guidelines are available

• EN16258 A partial GHG emission calculation 
standard for transportation is available in 
Europe

2017: Smart Freigh Center launched a 
comprehensive standard: GLEC (Global Logistics
Emission Council)

• Covers all transport modes and transhipment 
centers with a global coverage

• Aims to become the new global standard by 
2020 (a new ISO)

2018: GLEC formalize a verification procedure 
together with founding members

2019: GreenRouter enters in GLEC verification 
process
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Towards CO2 standardization

Source: http://www.smartfreightcentre.org

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1jhKVZiuh0&feature=youtu.be
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Glec framework accreditation

Measure
CO2e emissions

Monitor
risks & ops

Simulate
Reduction
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Science Based target
Setting greenhouse gas emission reduction targets in line with climate science
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GreenRouter for Luxottica
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Ecologistico

http://logisticacollaborativa.it/


THANK YOU

Via Lorenzo Mascheroni 15, Milano

Email: contact@greenrouter.it

Tel: 02/58210620

www.greenrouter.it9

"Whereas Supply Chain management has historically 
been based on cost, service and quality, sustainability

is emerging as fourth pillar."

Managing Supply Chain greenhouse gas emissions, EPA 2010


